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Representatives with The GEO Group Inc. say an immigrant detention facility proposed for Gary would look similar to its Adelanto
California, facility
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GARY — A nationwide debate about private correctional facilities and how to handle
illegal immigrants has touched down on the outskirts of the Gary/Chicago International
Airport.
The GEO Group Inc., a large multinational operator of prisons and detention facilities, has
returned to Gary in an attempt to secure the city's support for a 788-bed immigrant
processing facility on land across from the airport.
Members of the company and opponents of the center have been seeking audiences
with community leaders in advance of a key meeting Tuesday before the Gary Board of
Zoning Appeals where a subsidiary of The GEO Group is seeking a variance to use the
land for the detention facility.
In addition to contacting council members and other community leaders, representatives
of The GEO Group Inc., have also produced a brochure detailing what they claim to be
the advantages of such a facility to the community.
The objective, according to David J. Venturella, senior vice president for business
development for The Geo Group, is to "meet with all groups that have questions about
the project, concerns about the projects, and hopefully we can answer many of their
questions and hopefully dispel some of the myths or misinformation that exists about
the project."
At the same time, representatives of various area groups like the Northwest Indiana
Federation of Interfaith Organizations, are holding strategy sessions and meeting with
council members as well to oppose the prison. The Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights has been part of some of these strategy meetings.
The GEO Group's main selling point is the estimated 200 to 250 jobs and $80 million
investment the facility can provide in the economically depressed community.
Opponents, however, argue some of the work is done by detainees and characterize it as
"slave labor" in their brochure. They also contend there is a high turnover rate for the
jobs available and are concerned employees will come from outside the area.
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Venturella contends as a "federal procurement project," the group is going to have to
abide by wages set by the U.S. Department of Labor and they would not be minimumwage jobs. In terms of inmates doing work there, Venturella said detainees are not used
to perform critical services in the facility.
"Generally, detainees are given work opportunities as prescribed by the contract that we
have with our client," he said.
The wages allow for detainees to earn money for things like phone calls and commissary
items.
In terms of making sure those jobs go to Gary residents, Venturella said the company will
have job fairs and work with the local government and agencies to help recruit and
prepare people to interview for positions at the proposed detention center.
"So we hope and what we see is typically most of the people who work in these facilities
come from the local community," he said.
The GEO Group owns property in Hobart, but for the last 12 months, the focus has been
on the Gary site, according to Armando Saleh, a spokesman for The GEO Group.
Venturella said one of the reasons Gary would be a good location for the facility is the
labor pool available in the area can provide "all of the di erent skill sets required to
manage and run" the facility.
"We certainly know there are a lot of trades and companies that can build a project like
this one," he said.
Venturella also said the location near the airport, which the federal government already
uses to transport detainees, is attractive to the government along with its proximity to
the interstate highways.
He said because the Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency already moves
detainees from county jails throughout Illinois to the Gary airport, "it would seem to
make sense to be able to consolidate and provide those services in one location and then
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easily transport people to the airport in a more secure manner."
The Rev. Cheryl Rivera, with the Northwest Indiana Federation of Interfaith Organizations,
and others argue locating the facility near the airport could deter other businesses from
locating in the area, and Mayor Karen Freeman-Wilson has said the city can do better in
terms of attracting businesses to the area. Venturella, however, contends the company
will need support services that could locate nearby.
Company representatives argue the center is not a prison, but rather a processing center
where people will only be held for short stays of perhaps 30 to 60 days. Opponents
contend a prison is an appropriate term to use for the facility.
Venturella said the facility, while secure, would not have barbed wire, but would look
similar to a facility it operates in Adelanto, California. That community reportedly also
receives 75 cents per day for each detainee bed lled.
Adelanto and the facility there have also been the subject of harsh criticism by immigrant
rights groups.
A 2015 report by the Detention Watch Network and Community Initiatives for Visiting
Immigrants in Con nement was highly critical of the operation of the Adelanto facility
and said there were prolonged detentions of immigrants of more than six months,
medical abuse and neglect, a lack of legal representation and of access to the law library.
It also cited reports of sexual abuse and a death that potentially might have been
avoided. It called for ICE to stop housing detainees at the facility and called for a
congressional investigation into GEO's management of its facilities.
Saleh, however, indicated there are representatives from some of the communities
where the facilities are located, as well as employees, willing to give positive testimonials
about the company's facilities.
There have also been other allegations of human rights violations at for-pro t prisons
owned by The GEO Group and other companies.
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Venturella said the company has to meet standards set by the federal government and
local o cials and the company undergoes annual inspections by the government as well
as by other agencies, including the American Correctional Association.

For your information
Proposed GEO facility at a glance:
A 788-bed immigrant processing center on land across from the Gary/Chicago International Airport.
Interior features will include courtrooms, meeting rooms and o ce space for U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement personnel, immigration attorneys and judges, as well as others.
Typical stay for detainees: 30 to 60 days. GEO says detainees will have access to medical services, legal
access, and recreation and religious activities. There will be no children living there, but families may
visit.
Timeline: If approved as a site by the city and the Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency, the
project is expected to take 18 to 24 months to complete.
Jobs: Estimated 100 for construction and 200 to 250 at the facility.
Investment: The company estimates the investment in land and property will be $80 million.
Local taxes: Approximately $1 million annually.
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Gary again eyed for detention site
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+2
Hobart community holds forum to discuss possible immigrant prison
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+2
GUEST COMMENTARY: Giving thanks for collective action on GEO petition
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+2
GEO withdraws detention facility request
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Large immigration detention center proposed near Gary airport
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+7
Opposition says Gary should not become 'prison town'

Indiana prison's new unit helps inmates explore spirituality

Immigrant detention center gets hearing

UPDATE:
+16 Gary zoning board recommends against GEO
UPDATE: Gary zoning board recommends against GEO

Edwin Bierschenk
Ed has been with The Times since January 2014. He previously covered government a airs for Scripps
Treasure Coast Newspapers in Florida. Prior to Scripps, he was with the Chicago Regional Bureau of
Copley News Service.
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AP video: Johnny Depp, wife Amber Heard apologize in video in
Australian case
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